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Abstract

The parameters of sporadic $D s$ layer of electric conductivity caused by ultraenergetic relativistic electron (URE) precipi-

tations are determined due to indirect electromagnetic method. Previously we determined the southern boundaries of these

precipitations in the frames of the following supposition: the effect of a normal wave reflection and its conversion into other

normal waves on the boundary between disturbed and undisturbed parts of a radio path might have been ignored. Now we show

by accurate simulation that it was true for strong and moderate disturbances. For the powerful URE disturbances the effect is

significant. In order to obtain this result we had to change a traditional problem statement about a normal wave conversion in

the terrestrial waveguide and to solve numerically this new problem with a ${}ˆ{\prime \prime}$volume${}ˆ{\prime \prime}$
inhomogeneity.
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Key Points:6

• The influence of the ultraenergetic relativistic electron precipitations on mode con-7

version in the terrestrial waveguide was analyzed.8

• New statement of a mode conversion problem was used.9

• The effect of a normal wave conversion may be neglected in the problem of south-10

ern boundary determination if the precipitations are not powerful.11
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Abstract12

The parameters of sporadic Ds layer of electric conductivity caused by ultraenergetic rel-13

ativistic electron (URE) precipitations are determined due to indirect electromagnetic14

method. Previously we determined the southern boundaries of these precipitations in15

the frames of the following supposition: the effect of a normal wave reflection and its con-16

version into other normal waves on the boundary between disturbed and undisturbed17

parts of a radio path might have been ignored. Now we show by accurate simulation that18

it was true for strong and moderate disturbances. For the powerful URE disturbances19

the effect is significant. In order to obtain this result we had to change a traditional prob-20

lem statement about a normal wave conversion in the terrestrial waveguide and to solve21

numerically this new problem with a ′′volume′′ inhomogeneity.22

1 Introduction23

A phenomenon of ultraenergetic relativistic electron (URE) precipitation with ab-24

normally high intensity into polar atmosphere was stated by the help of indirect very low25

frequency (VLF)-method (Remenets and Beloglazov(1985), Remenets and Beloglazov(1985);26

Remenets and Beloglazov(2013), Remenets and Beloglazov(2013)) more than 30 years27

ago. During these years the monitoring of the fluxes of ∼ 100 MeV electrons in the near28

cosmos did not appear although the fluxes of highly-energetic relativistic electrons (HRE)29

with energy from ∼ 1 to ∼ 10 MeV were measured about the same 30 years (Callis et30

al.(1991), Callis et al.(1991); Pesnell et al.(1999), Pesnell et al.(1999)) and the fluxes of31

GeV electrons were monitored more than 10 years (Andriani et al.(2017), Andriani et32

al.(2017)). The window (gap) between these measurements was partially overlapped by33

the ground VLF measurements, which we have indicated above.34

The VLF waves generated by a ground based transmitter and propagating in a35

terrestrial waveguide between two conducting mediums (which are the ground and bot-36

tom ionosphere) are sensitive to the time dependence of electric conductivity of this bot-37

tom and to its dynamics being caused either due to the ionization of neutrals by the pre-38

cipitating electrons or by hard electromagnetic radiation. At the same time the ultra-39

energetic relativistic electrons (URE′s) are the sources of very significant bremsstrahlung40

radiation in the atmosphere (Satio Hayakawa(1969), Satio Hayakawa(1969); Remenets41

and Beloglazov(2013), Remenets and Beloglazov(2013)) if the density of corpuscular flux42

is abnormally high (Remenets and Beloglazov(2013), Remenets and Beloglazov(2013)).43

It is known that the electrons with energy ∼ 100 MeV do not penetrate mainly44

into the atmosphere deeper than the altitude with the pressure 50g/cm2, that is, deeper45

∼ 40 km. Therefore, significant electric conductivity, registered by VLF-method at the46

altitudes 30 km and lower ( Beloglazov and Remenets(2005), Beloglazov and Remenets(2005))47

can be caused only by the bremsstrahlung X- and gamma rays. These rays created a spo-48

radic Ds - layer, which manifesed itself in both existing numerical solutions of the in-49

verse VLF problem ( Remenets(1997), Remenets(1997); Beloglazov and Remenets(2005),50

Beloglazov and Remenets(2005); Remenets and Beloglazov(2013), Remenets and Beloglazov(2013)).51

The pointed solutions were based on a theory of VLF wave propagation in near-Earth52

wave guide, that is, they were based on the Maxwell′s equation consequences for a physics53

model of waveguide (?, ?; Makarov et al.(1993), Makarov et al.(1993)). One of the pointed54

solutions of the inverse problem uses the ray (′′hop′′) theory (using the Watson-Fock diffrac-55

tion wave and two rays reflecting from a ′′bottom′′ of atmosphere ionized) ( Remenets(1997),56

Remenets(1997); Bondarenko and Remenets(2001), Bondarenko and Remenets(2001);57

Remenets and Beloglazov(2013), Remenets and Beloglazov(2013); Remenets and Astafiev(2015),58

Remenets and Astafiev(2015); Remenets and Astafiev(2016), Remenets and Astafiev(2016)),59

and the other version of invers problem uses the normal waves (modes) in the waveg-60

uide ( Remenets(1994), Remenets(1994); Remenets(1997), Remenets(1997); Beloglazov61

et al.(1998), Beloglazov et al.(1998); Beloglazov and Remenets(2005), Beloglazov and62

Remenets(2005)). Both types of solutions complement each other and give practically63
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the same values of effective heights ( Remenets(1997), Remenets(1997); Beloglazov and64

Remenets(2005), Beloglazov and Remenets(2005)).65

In order to model the Ds-layer conductivity as function of altitude z we used in66

the last pointed works an approximation of its profile with two free parameters – the thick-67

ness z1÷z0 of its homogeneous conductivity and the gradient β of its exponential de-68

pendence at altitudes below z1, Figure 1. The upper part of ionosphere higher than z0 ∼69

60 km was considered undisturbed by the URE precipitations, and was approximated70

by exponential dependence on z for an electron concentration profile Ne(z) ( Beloglazov71

and Zabavina(1982a), Beloglazov and Zabavina(1982a); Beloglazov and Zabavina(1982b),72

Beloglazov and Zabavina(1982b)). The logarithm of schematic σ function (a dotted curve73

with number 4 for Figure 1.) has two ′′elbows′′ at altitudes z0 and z1. With such type74

of approximation for a sporadic Ds-layer the inverse problems were solved. The output75

parameters of the solution were the z1 and β, and their values are represented for sev-76

eral time moments of the URE precipitations on 29 September 1989, 21 and 22 January77

2002, the Table 1 and Table 2, which are reproduced from the works ( Remenets(1997),78

Remenets(1997); Beloglazov and Remenets(2005), Beloglazov and Remenets(2005)).79

The approximation parameters, z1 and β for profile Ne(z) (with the profile of80

effective electron collisions having been fixed), were found due to the procedure of min-81

imization of a discrepancy-function for 3 frequencies between the experimental and cal-82

culated amplitude and phase variations of signals caused by an URE precipitation. It83

is necessary to note that when one tries to satisfy the experimental VLF data (ampli-84

tude and phase variations for 3 frequencies) for the auroral radio path S1 (Aldra-Apatity)85

with length ∼ 900 km (in the cases of UREP disturbances) with the help of monotonous86

exponential electron concentration profile Ne(z) it turns out that it is impossible to do87

it correctly (reliably): the amplitude data demand for themselves an Ne(z) with its ef-88

fective height at 20 km lower than the effective height of an electron concentration pro-89

file suitable for the phase data. It was possible to overpass this contradiction only by an90

adoption that for satisfying the amplitude and phase data simultaneously it was neces-91

sary to use not monotonic effective profile Ne, the corresponding profile of electric con-92

ductivity having been monotonic. This qualitative discrepancy between the σ(z) and Ne(z)93

profiles is caused by the item that electric conductivity below 50 km is determined by94

the electrons and ions, so Ne(z) is a profile of the effective electron concentration.95

Now we return to the Table 1 and Table 2 for which a comparison of experimen-96

tal and theoretical magnitude values is represented. The profile of electron collision fre-97

quency (with the atoms of air) was accepted for these calculations as it follows: νeff =98

0.87 107 exp b(z − 70km) 1/s with b = −0.14 1/km . Theoretical values of field mag-99

nitudes (the digits in the brackets) were calculated using the values z1 and β for the σ-100

profile with the number 4 kind, Figure 1. The description of the table parameters and101

magnitudes is the following:102

an index j = 1, 2, 3 is the number of frequency used in the experiment (10.2, 12.1,103

13.6 kHz correspondingly);104

(Aj)c – a value of amplitude in undisturbed (calm) conditions; (Aj)d – a value of105

disturbed amplitude at UT moment pointed in first lines of the Tables 1 and 2;106

(ϕj)c – a value of phase in undisturbed conditions; (ϕj)d – a value of disturbed phase107

at UT moment pointed in first line.108

The pointed magnitudes (without brackets) are the input ones for an inverse prob-109

lem. The other parameters of the tables below the amplitude and phase data are the out-110

put magnitudes:111

z1 and β; h′ – an effective height of a waveguide with a nonmonotonic Ne(z) pro-112

file, acquired by using the amplitude and phase data (6 magnitudes); h′′ – an effective113

height of a waveguide with a nonmonotonic Ne(z)-profile, gotten by using phase data114

(3 magnitudes); h′′′ – an effective height of a waveguide with a nonmonotonic Ne(z)-profile,115

gotten by using phase data (3 magnitudes); h – an effective height of a waveguide, got-116

ten for the same time moments by another VLF inverse problem solution (Remenets and117

Beloglazov(1985), Remenets and Beloglazov(1985); Remenets and Beloglazov(1992), Remenets118
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and Beloglazov(1992)); this method is a self-consistent one, that is, it does not need the119

input geophysical data, and is based on the experimental VLF data and the theory of120

wave propagation completely.121

Concluding the discussion of the Table 1 and Table 2 we ought to point out that122

the effective heights with primes for a given Ne(z)-profile were calculated by a special123

procedure (Galyuk and Ivanov (1978), Galyuk and Ivanov (1978); Remenets and Bel-124

oglazov(2013), Remenets and Beloglazov(2013); Remenets and Astafiev(2019), Remenets125

and Astafiev(2019)): 1-st step – the value of an impedance function is calculated for any126

altitude at which the electric conductivity is negligible by integration of not linear equa-127

tion for impedance function from z2 top to down; 2-d step – the gotten value is used as128

the initial value for integration of the impedance function equation for empty medium129

in opposite direction until a height h′ for which the impedance function becomes real (Galyuk130

and Ivanov (1978), Galyuk and Ivanov (1978)). Such acquired height is called an effec-131

tive one due to the statement that the phase path of a propagating mode in the real ter-132

restrial waveguide is the same as in a model air waveguide with h′ height. Therefore, the133

tables represented and described is a part of electromagnetic proof of sporadic Ds-layer134

existence. Now we pass to new calculation problem.135

According to the z1 values of Table 1 (which is for daytime conditions) it can be136

seen that these values differ negligibly from z0. Therefore, we use below an approxima-137

tion with one parameter – gradient β, and z1 ≡ z0 being adopted (Bondarenko and Remenets(2001),138

Bondarenko and Remenets(2001)). Therefore, we use at present publication one ′′elbow′′139

approximation of the Ds-layer, the curves 1 – 3 for Figure 1.140

2 Physical and mathematical problems141

In our works ( Remenets and Astafiev(2015), Remenets and Astafiev(2015); Remenets142

and Astafiev(2016), Remenets and Astafiev(2016)) we have determined the southern bound-143

aries of URE precipitations which had been registered (about 300 events during 1982 –144

1992 years) by a VLF-method. The method was based on continuous ground-based mea-145

surements (by the scientists of the Polar Geophysical Institute – RAS, Apatity, Murmansk146

reg., Russia) of amplitude and phase disturbances for several VLF-signals for two radio147

paths: one path S1 was completely auroral and the second path S2 (United Kingdom148

– Kola Peninsula) was partly auroral. The part of the atmosphere which is higher than149

61◦ of magnetic latitude is electrically disturbed during an URE precipitation (UREP).150

This boundary is higher at several degrees than the analog boundary for the protons with151

energy 0.1 – 0.4 GeV, figure 39 of the work (Andriani et al.(2017), Andriani et al.(2017)).152

Due to an URE precipitation the profile of electric conductivity is changing below a cer-153

tain altitude (z0), under a regular ionosphere D-layer a sporadic Ds-layer appears caused154

by the bremsstrahlung X-ray radiation which is generated by the precipitating electrons.155

Therefore, the radio path S2 becomes significantly inhomogeneous along its length. The156

breaking of radio path homogeneity we model by an abrupt hop of electric properties157

at a distance D from a receiver, and the properties for both sides from this boundary are158

being homogeneous along the path but different. The pointed inhomogeneity of radio159

path is the cause of conversion of a normal wave of terrestrial wave guide at other nor-160

mal waves. Having a certain quantitative estimations about a significance of this effect161

on the base of our predecessor calculations for other types of inhomogeneity (such as an162

abrupt change of electric properties of ground, an abrupt change of waveguide effective163

height) (Bahar and Wait(1965), Bahar and Wait(1965); Wait(1968), Wait(1968); Wait164

and Spies(1968), Wait and Spies(1968); Pappert and Morfitt(1972), Pappert and Mor-165

fitt(1972); Smith(1977), Smith(1977); Osadchiy and Remenets(1979), Osadchiy and Remenets(1979);166

Pappert and Ferguson(1986), Pappert and Ferguson(1986)) we ignored the pointed ef-167

fect in the publications ( Remenets and Astafiev(2015), Remenets and Astafiev(2015);168

Remenets and Astafiev(2016), Remenets and Astafiev(2016)). Nevertheless, here we have169

to justify our previous neglect by taking into account the effect of conversion of a nor-170

mal wave in other ones and to point for what type of UREP (moderate, strong or pow-171
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erful) it is necessary to take into account this effect while a boundary latitude calcula-172

tion. For this purpose we would to change the traditional problem statement.173

Let us give short comments of the works devoted to the mode conversion in a174

terrestrial waveguide taking into account that the anisotropic properties of low ionosphere175

are absolutely negligible for us due to the analysis here only the daytime disturbances.176

For them the effective height h of a waveguide is falling down from 60 to 50, 40 and even177

30 km during the UREPs. One ought to take into account that this height is always present178

inside the altitude part of ionosphere which determines a mode reflection to ground. Among179

the works of pointed type Bahar and Wait(1965) (Bahar and Wait(1965)); Wait(1968)180

(Wait(1968)); Wait and Spies(1968) (Wait and Spies(1968)) there are the following ones:181

a work, in which an abrupt change of top waveguide boundary with given impedance is182

introduced, the works with the models of the day-night transition in a VLF waveguide,183

and cylindrical model of the wave guide instead of spherical one being used. This type184

of model does not suit us because of the following issues:185

1) the eigenfunctions of day-side do not orthogonal in the night-side section and186

vice versa due to the different widths of the left and right sections, therefore this item187

generates an uncontrolled error;188

2) the named eigenfunctions are accurately orthogonal only if the impedance of a189

waveguide top boundary is constant, that is, the impedance does not depend on the eigen-190

value. But the last item works sufficiently good only at high altitudes where the elec-191

tric conductivity is sufficiently high, and this item works badly if the bottom boundary192

is chosen for an altitude where the electric conductivity is low.193

3) In the works (Pappert and Morfitt(1972), Pappert and Morfitt(1972); Pappert194

and Ferguson(1986), Pappert and Ferguson(1986)) the plain waveguide model was used.195

This type of modeling does not suit us too, because the height gain functions for a plain196

waveguide and a spherical waveguide are significantly different for relatively high frequen-197

cies.198

4) In the work (Galejs(1964), Galejs(1964)) the author used the plain model too199

taking into account the sphericity effect either by a certain approximation or using a cylin-200

drical waveguide (Galejs(1968), Galejs(1968); Galejs(1969), Galejs(1969)) according to201

J. R. Wait (Wait(1964), Wait(1964)).202

The pointed mathematical differences are relatively subtle notions, but it is nec-203

essary to pay main attention that in all mentioned works the heterogeneities were lat-204

eral (sidelong) ones: either an abrupt change of the boundary surface impedance or a205

change of the height of an empty waveguide (modeling of a transition from day to night)206

. Therefore, it is necessary in our case to make another statement of problem about the207

normal waves conversion on an abrupt radial change of the medium properties without208

artificial and weakly controlled dividing the transverse conducting medium at two fol-209

lowing parts: the bottom part which is empty medium (vacuum) and the top conduct-210

ing part which is not involved in the mode conversion calculations directly.211

In our case the middle altitudes of the waveguide atmosphere are disturbed due212

to an appearance of a Ds-layer. Therefore, we work with a transverse radial inhomogene-213

ity which is homogeneous along a disturbed part of the radio path. The problem with214

such ′′volume′′ inhomogeneity will be solved in this paper. To-day, when the simulation215

possibilities are much greater than 50 –60 years ago it is not necessary to pass from spher-216

ical geometry to the cylindrical or plane ones for simplicity′s sake. We have not met any217

rigorous analog solution relative to our representation here except the cases when the218

quasi-optic approximations may be used as in the fiber optics analysis.219

Therefore, we are solving a problem about the effect of normal wave conversion due220

to an abrupt discontinuity of the transverse electric properties of a terrestrial waveguide221

in the following model. The ideal spherical model of the Earth with homogeneous elec-222

tric properties and with its radius R = 6370 km is surrounded by two segments of isotropic223

ionosphere each of which is determined by its profile of electron concentration N I,II
e (r)224

and a mutual profile of electron collision frequency with neutrals νeff (r). These profiles225

determine the profiles of electric conductivity σI(r) or σII(r) for the VLF wave prop-226
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agation. The first inner cone segment containing on its axis a source of the normal ra-227

dio waves (a transmitter) is a frustum (truncated cone) bounded at its bottom by ground228

with the impedance boundary conditions for it. The frustum is characterized by a value229

of angle θirr in the spherical coordinate system r, θ, ϕ (with its beginning in the cen-230

ter of Earth ), and by a distance from a ground based source to the boundary along the231

ground surface which is equal to Rθirr. The second space section is the space charac-232

terized by θ > θirr.233

Our purpose is to determine the reflection coefficient and conversion coefficients234

for a given normal wave penetrating through the boundary of abrupt medium changing235

at θ = θirr. The inner cone is characterized by undisturbed ionosphere of middle lat-236

itudes, and the outer sector is characterized by the ionosphere disturbed by an URE pre-237

cipitation.238

The waveguide properties are determined by a profile of electric conductivity which239

is increasing exponentially at radial infinity: σ(x) = Im(ε′(x))ω,240

k = ω
√

ε′µ0 = ω
√

ε′

mε0µ0 = k0
√

ε′

m,241

ε
′

m(x) = 1 – X(x)
1+jZ(x) , X(x) =

ω2

p(x)

ω2 , Z(x) =
νeff (x)

ω
, where j =

√
−1, ωp(x) -242

the plasma frequency, x = k0r is the dimensionless radial coordinate; r – radial coor-243

dinate in the spherical coordinate system with the center in the Earth′s center and the244

polar axis passing through a VLF transmitter (in the United Kingdom, GBR-station in245

Rugby); R – is the Earth′s radius; k0 is a wave number for free space; ε′ = ε′m·ε0. The246

electric conductivity is approximated by two exponential functions for which its loga-247

rithm is a function with an ′′elbow′′ at the altitude z0 = r0−R, ( Beloglazov and Zabav-248

ina(1982a), Beloglazov and Zabavina(1982a); Beloglazov and Zabavina(1982b), Be-249

loglazov and Zabavina(1982b)). This approximation corresponds to the auroral undis-250

turbed or moderately disturbed low ionosphere, Figure 1 with the curve 1 for σI(z), where251

z is an altitude. At a certain distance from the transmitter (S2 – D, km ) a new profile252

of effective electric conductivity which makes a model of sporadic Ds-layer (for a cer-253

tain time of disturbance) with the help of significantly other elbow function: either σII
str(z)254

– curve 2 or σII
pow(z) – curve 3 (Bondarenko and Remenets(2001), Bondarenko and Remenets(2001)),255

see Figure 1. Due to the pointed models of conductivity profiles the normal waves ex-256

ist and penetrate until altitude z2 at which the impedance boundary conditions are used.257

Therefore, we come to a problem of mode conversion at a transverse boundary of two258

spherical jointed waveguides with equal width z2 and sufficiently accurate impedance bound-259

ary conditions at the bottom and top waveguide boundaries.260

This statement of the simulation problem may seem to be fare away from the261

real situation because: i) in reality there is a second axis of symmetry connected with262

the geomagnetic field, which determines a circular zone of very energetic solar proton263

( 100 MeV) (Dmitriev et al.(2010), Dmitriev et al.(2010)) and URE precipitations ( Remenets264

and Astafiev(2015), Remenets and Astafiev(2015)). Therefore, a normal wave propa-265

gating from England to Kola Peninsula is falling on the boundary of irregularity not nor-266

mally, see figure 1 in ( Remenets and Astafiev(2016), Remenets and Astafiev(2016)).267

ii) The real radius of boundary curvature is centered at the South magnetic pole, the cen-268

ter of model cone boundary is placed in England and its radius on earth has value Rθirr ≃269

2000 km. The first item we ignore because our purpose is to get an estimate of the ef-270

fect. The second item is insignificant for the problem because the propagation of the elec-271

tromagnetic waves is characterized by a local principle, which is formulated with the help272

of the Fresnels zones which are plotted on the base of the transmitter and receiver points273

in space which are the focuses of the ellipses enveloping the points. The width of a zone274

is about square root of a product S2λ ≃ 200 km, where the first multiplier is the dis-275

tance between the source in England and the receiver on the Kola Peninsula, and λ is276

a wavelength for 16 kHz.277

New computational problem is as follows. In the first cone section of the spher-278

ical model a TM0 normal wave with a given complex amplitude propagates from the trans-279

mitter to the waveguide joint which is described above. It is necessary to find the com-280
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plex amplitudes of the wave TM0 penetrated, the complex amplitudes of other normal281

waves in the second cone section propagating from the junction boundary and the am-282

plitudes of normal waves generated at the boundary of two mediums and propagating283

to the transmitter. In order to calculate them it is necessary to demand the continuity284

of complex Er and Hϕ components at the cone boundary. The radial parts of normal285

waves of a fixed cone section are orthogonal to each other in the complex Hilbert space286

and this property is sufficient for answering the main question of the investigation: is287

it necessary to take into consideration the conversion of the normal waves when one de-288

termines the southern boundary of URE precipitation?289

3 Components of electromagnetic waves in the inhomogeneous elec-290

trically conducting medium with the central symmetry291

The complex amplitudes
−→
E and

−→
H of the electromagnetic field in the inhomoge-292

neous electrically conducting medium with the central symmetry satisfy the Maxwell′s293

equations for the time dependence of a source signal and the fields excepted in the form294

exp(−jωt):295

rot
−→
E = jωµ0

−→
H,

(1)296

rot
−→
H = −jωε

′−→
E ,

(2)297

where ε
′

(r) = ε(r) + j(σ(r)
ω

).298

The fields
−→
E and

−→
H are expressed due to Hertz vector

−→
Π:

−→
H = −jωrot

−→
Π ,

(3)299

−→
E =

1

ε′
rot(rot

−→
Π),

(4)300

if the vector
−→
Π satisfies to the equation301

rot{ 1

ε′
rot(rot

−→
Π)} − ω2µ0rot

−→
Π = 0,

(5)302

which may be transformed to the following:

rot(rot
−→
Π)− k2

−→
Π − k2Φ = 0

(6),303

where k(r) = ωǫ′(r)µ0 = k0ε
′

m(r); ε′m(r) = ε′(r)/ε0, and Φ is an any smooth
function. The magnitude ε′m(r) is characterized here by the central symmetry. In this
case the Herz vector has only one component Πr which satisfies to the following equa-
tion

1

r2 sin θ
[
d

dθ
(sin θ

dΠr

dθ
)] + ε

′

m

d

dr
(
1

ε′

m

dΠr

dr
) + ε

′

mk20Πr = 0,

(7)304

and the transverse components of the electromagnetic field are expressed by the305

following relations:306
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Hϕ =
jω

r

dΠr

dθ
,

(8)307

Er =
1

ε′
(ε

′

m

d

dr
(
1

ε′

m

dΠr

dr
) + ε

′

mk20Πr).

(9)308

Correspondingly, the component Er is expressed with the help of the Hϕ compo-
nent:

Er =
i

ε′rω sin θ
· ∂(sin θ ·Hϕ)

∂θ
.

(10)309

According to the Maxwell equations (1) and (2) the equation for the Hϕ compo-
nent is gotten:

rot[
1

ε′
rotHϕ] = k20ε

′

mHϕ

, (11)310

that is,311

1

r2
· d

dθ
(

1

sin θ
· d(sin θ ·Hϕ)

dθ
) +

ε
′

m

r

d

dr
(
1

ε′

m

d(r ·Hϕ)

dr
) + ε

′

mk20Hϕ = 0.

(12)312

The equation (7) may be represented as a sum of the angular and radial differen-
tial operations relative to the Πr,θ: LθΠr + LrΠr = 0, where

Lθ =
1

sin θ
[
d

dθ
(sin θ

d

dθ
)],

(13)

Lr = r2ε
′

m

d

dr
(
1

ε′

m

d

dr
) + r2ε

′

mk20 .

(14)313

The eigenvalues λn of the radial operator Lr , which is defined on the set of func-314

tions, which attenuate in the conducting plasma medium against the altitude and sat-315

isfy to the impedance boundary conditions on the ground surface, are defined by the fol-316

lowimg equality:317

LrΠr = λnΠr,

and as it is Πr(r, θ) = U(r) · P (θ) then:

LrU(r) = λnU(r).

(15)318

The last equation is transformed into the differential Ricatty equation (17) of first
degree if to introduce the impedance function:

u(r) =
dU(r)
dr

ε′

m(r) · U(r)
.

(16)319

Then
du(r)

dr
+ ε

′

m(r) · u(r)2 = −k20 +
λ

ε′

m(r) · r2 .
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(17)320

An eigenvalue λn is connected with the index of cylindrical functions in the cases321

of homogeneous medium with εm = 1 by the following relation: λn = ν2n − 1/4. The322

same parameter νn defines the asymptotic angular dependence of the field as follows: P (θ) ∼323

exp(jνnθ)).324

Inclusion of the computer integration of this Ricatty equation (17) from a top325

waveguide boundary to the ground (for which the impedance boundary conditions are326

given to us) into an iteration process relatively to the ν produces an eigenvalue νn and327

corresponding eigenfunction U(r, νn) according to the (15). According to the (9) the fol-328

lowing relation has place for an eigenfunction with number n:329

Er,n =
1

ε′

m(r) · r2LrΠn(r, θ) ≃
1

ε′

m(r) · r2 ν
2
nΠn(r, θ) =

1

ε′

m(r) · r2 ν
2
nUn(r)Pn(θ).

(18)330

According to the same relation (17) and to the asymptotic relation Pn(θ) ∼ exp(jνnθ)331

one gets the value of the singular magnetic component of the TMn normal wave with332

number n:333

Hϕ,n =
jω

r
· dΠr,n(r, θ)

dθ
=

jω

r
· Un(r) ·

dPn(θ)

dθ
= −νn

ω

r
· Un(r) · Pn(θ).

(19)334

4 The system of equations generated by the demand of continuity of335

the transverse components of the TM electromagnetic field on the336

cone boundary of two mediums with different radial properties337

According to the electromagnetic law the transverse components Er (18) and Hϕ338

(19) must be continuous on the boundary surface of two different mediums, that is on339

the truncated cone with θirr = (S2−D)/R in our case. In the following we shall con-340

sider the conversion of one normal wave, n= 1, into other ones. This normal wave (which341

according to maknovryb93 is TM0 normal wave) with a given amplitude is propagating342

from the cone with index I into to the outer medium with index II. The radial func-343

tion U1(r) of its complex amplitude Er is normalized to value 1 on spherical ground sur-344

face boundary (x = k0R, R is the radius of Earth) inside the cone. In this cone the elec-345

tromagnetic field is the sum of the falling wave (E1, H1), reflected wave (R1E−1, R1H−1346

) and the sums of excited normal waves with numbers n > 1:
∑M

2 RnE−n,
∑M

2 RnH−n.347

Then348

EI = E1 +
∑M

n=2RnE−n, HI = H1 +
∑M

n=2RnH−n. (20)349

In the outer medium with number (II) the field is the sum of the excited normal350

waves which are propagating from the boundary:351

EII =
∑M

n=1TnEn, HII =
∑M

n=1TnHn, (21)352

where the component indexes r and ϕ are omitted, and Tn are the complex am-353

plitudes of the passed wave with number n = 1 and the excited ones. Demanding the354

continuity of the full field components on the transverse boundary and taking into con-355

sideration that νn for a wave propagating in positive direction differs from the wave prop-356

agating in opposite direction by a sign (ν−n = −νn) we have the following relations for357

the radial eigenfunctions and the conversion coefficients on the cone boundary:358

νI
1

2

εm,I (x)
U I
1 (x) +

∑M
n=1Rn

νI
n

2

εm,I (x)
U I
n(x) =

∑M
n=1Tn

νII
n

2

εm,II (x)
U II
n (x), (22)359

νI1 · U I
1 (x) −

∑M
n=1 ν

I
n·RnU

I
n(x) =

∑M
n=1 ν

II
n ·TnU

II
n (x), (23)360

where the integer M is used instead of infinite value. For a value choice M = 3361

the equality (23) for full Hϕ component and the equality (22) for full Er component may362

be rewritten in the form (24) and (25) correspondingly:363

–9–
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νI1

[

U I
1 (x)−R1 U

I
1 (x) −

νI2
νI1

R2 U
I
2 (x)−

νI3
νI1

R3 U
I
3 (x)

]

= νII1

[

T1U
II
1 (x) +

νII2
νII1

T2U
II
2 (x) +

νII3
νII1

T3U
II
3 (x)

]

,

(24)364

1

εIm(x)

[

(νI1 )
2 U I

1 (x) +R1 (ν
I
1 )

2 U I
1 (x)+

+R2 (ν
I
2 )

2 U I
2 (x) +R3 (ν

I
3 )

2 U I
3 (x)

]

=

=
1

εIIm (x)

[

T1 (ν
II
1 )2 U II

1 (x)+

+T2 (ν
II
2 )2 U II

2 (x) + T3 (ν
II
3 )2 U II

3 (x)
]

.

(25)365

5 Determination of the mode conversion coefficients366

By multiplying consequently these last equalities by the eigenfunctions of the not367

self-adjoint operator of conjugate boundary problem for 2-nd section and by calculat-368

ing the scalar products according their definition for a not self-adjoint operator (Titchmarsh(1946),369

Titchmarsh(1946); Keldysh (1951), Keldysh (1951); Wait(1964), Wait(1964); ?, ?; Makarov370

and Novikov(1968), Makarov and Novikov(1968); Krasnushkin and Baibulatov(1968), Kras-371

nushkin and Baibulatov(1968); Krasnushkin(1969), Krasnushkin(1969); Pappert and Smith(1972),372

Pappert and Smith(1972)) < Un ∗ Um > ≡
∫ x=k0(R+z2)

x=k0R
Un(x)Um(x)dx, which is not373

equal to zero for n = m, one gets the following 6 algebraic relations corresponding to374

3 normal waves, used in our numerical calculations, n = 1, 2, 3:375

νI1 < U I
1 (x) ∗ U II

i (x) > −
−R1 ν

I
1 < U I

1 (x) ∗ U II
i (x) > −

−R2 ν
I
2 < U I

2 (x) ∗ U II
i (x) > −

−R3 ν
I
3 < U I

3 (x) ∗ U II
i (x) >=

= Ti ν
II
i < U II

i (x) ∗ U II
i (x) >≡ Ti ν

II
i N II

i ,

(26)376

(νI1 )
2 <

εIIm (x)

εIm(x)
U I
1 (x) ∗ U II

i (x) > +

+R1 (ν
I
1 )

2 <
εIIm (x)

εIm(x)
U I
1 (x) ∗ U II

i (x) > +

+R2 (ν
I
2 )

2 <
εIIm (x)

εIm(x)
U I
2 (x) ∗ U II

i (x) > +

+R3 (ν
I
3 )

2 <
εIIm (x)

εIm(x)
U I
3 (x) ∗ U II

i (x) >=

= Ti (ν
II
i )2 < U II

i (x) ∗ U II
i (x) >= Ti (ν

II
i )2 N II

i ,

(27)377

where i is a number of the U II
i (x) eigenfunction used for multiplication, and the378

N II
i is its norm. We used the following normalization: U I,II

i (r = R) = 1.379
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According to these 6 equation 3 reflection coefficients RI
n and 3 transition coef-380

ficients T II
n were determined for abrupt transition in the waveguide from εIm(x) to εIIm (x),381

for which σI , (σII
str) and (σII

pow) of Figure 1 correspond. They are represented for Table382

3.383

The data of the lust column (the powerful disturbance (PwD)) of this table were384

used for getting the relative comparison of the altitude distributions of the terms of the385

sum at (24), and this comparison is represented for Figure 2. This comparison is approx-386

imately correct due to the fact that in our frequency case the first eigenvalues νn differ387

from each other at 4-th – 3-d digits. Therefore, the Figure 2 gives the relative compar-388

ison of the complex altitude amplitude of the TM0 normal wave falling on the ′′ volume′′389

inhomogeneity, caused by an URE precipitation,390

(i) with the amplitudes of the TM0 transmitted T1U
II
1 and reflected R1U

I
1 ,391

(ii) with the TM1 generated by the boundary of inhomogeneity with one of its T2U
II
2392

part propagating to a receiver and the other R2U
I
2 one of it propagating to the VLF source393

and394

(iii) with the TM2 normal wave generated by the inhomogeneity with its T3U
II
3395

part propagating to a receiver and the other R3U
I
3 one of it propagating to the VLF source.396

The Table 3 and Figure 2 demonstrate that the conversion effect of TM0 normal397

wave into the TM2 normal wave (with number n = 3 ) is negligible relative to the er-398

rors of measurements, and, consequently, our analysis usage of only 3 normal waves is399

justified.400

Therefore, according to the calculations represented we see that at the maximum401

of a powerful VLF disturbance an effect of main normal wave TM0 transition (T1·U II
1 (z))402

for its amplitude on ground (z = 0) is ≈ 15% and for its phase is ≈ 0.2 rad. The last403

value at 3 times greater then the phase measurement error in our case (1µs ∼ 0.06 rad.404

for our working frequency 16 kHz). At the same time we see (Table 3) that for a strong405

VLF disturbance the calculated result for the main TM0 normal wave indicates on am-406

plitude decrees at 0.93 times for the maximum and the phase change at 1.2 µs, id est.,407

at 0.07 rad. These changes of complex magnitude T1 are comparable with the measure-408

ment errors of the experimental data used by us remast15. More than that, as the de-409

termined boundary of URE precipitations is an analysis product of a full disturbance (which410

is a function of time), then the mode conversion effect for the maximum of a disturbance411

cannot be extrapolated for all stages of the disturbance. More than that, in the pointed412

work we used only strong and moderate disturbances (StD and MdD )413

It seems that another normal wave TM1 with T2 · U II
2 (x) ought to be consid-414

ered in analysis, but it is not so. The difference between the image parts of the eigen-415

values for first two normal waves in the disturbed section is so great that the second one416

which is excited by the first normal wave TM0 at the inhomogeneity boundary does not417

achieve a receiver due the greater attenuation.418

In addition to the pointed items one ought to consider that in reality there is non419

abrupt change of the boundary properties. In reality a relatively smooth change, with420

a space scale about 1 degree changing of electric properties, exists, and, therefore, the421

represented values of the mode conversion are the above estimations for the real ones.422

We state423

(i) that existence of a sporadic Ds- layer of electric conductivity appearing under424

the regular ionosphere D-layer has an electromagnetic proof;425

(ii) that in our procedure of southern boundary determination Remenets and Astafiev(2015)426

( Remenets and Astafiev(2015)); Remenets and Astafiev(2016) ( Remenets and Astafiev(2016))427

in which only strong and moderate disturbances (StD′s and MdD′s) caused by the URE428

precipitations were used the effect of normal wave conversion is negligible. In the case429

of a powerful disturbance it is necessary to be careful in analysis.430

At the same time we may state that in the cases of the most powerful proton pre-431

cipitations (such as on 16 February 1984 and 29 September 1989) for which the effec-432

tive height fell down to 50 and 45 km correspondently, Remenets(1997) ( Remenets(1997)),433

one may expect the analog qualitative results. But they should be quantitatively weaker434
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significantly due to the absence of bremsstrahlung X-rays and the corresponding spo-435

radic Ds-layer of the electric conductivity below the regular D-layer of the ionosphere.436

In addition to the above quantitative results important for the effects connect-437

ing with the ultraenergetic relativistic electron (∼ 100 MeV) precipitations Remenets438

and Astafiev(2015) ( Remenets and Astafiev(2015)); Remenets and Astafiev(2016) ( Remenets439

and Astafiev(2016)); Remenets and Astafiev(2019) (Remenets and Astafiev(2019)) we440

have demonstrated in present paper an efficiency of our not traditional stating of a prob-441

lem about mode (normal wave) conversion and obtaining its solution. Such type of prob-442

lems exists more than 50 years but only now it became possible to get the solution of443

the problem in natural for spherical Earth model statement in which the space in trans-444

verse surface of a waveguide is not divided empirically on the air bottom part and elec-445

trically active top part. After such dismemberment the previous authors solved the prob-446

lem of mode conversion from one air part of waveguide to another air part, and the in-447

put into conversion of the upper electrically active and different parts being ignored. We448

consider that in present work we have passed this point of discussion. We considered a449

mode transition from one transversely inhomogeneous medium to another transversely450

inhomogeneous medium with the corresponding quantitative results. We consider that451

our suggested and used approach to the mode conversion will be useful in the waveguides452

with natural or artificial transverse inhomogeneity the size of which is comparable with453

the height of a waveguide. Such situation appears not only in the cases of ultraenergetic454

relativistic electron precipitations coming from the Sun but in the astrophysics cases too455

Tanaka et al.(2008) (Tanaka et al.(2008)), Tanaka et al.(2010) (Tanaka et al.(2010)). Very456

short (much less than one second) hard γ ray bursts from a certain space point illumi-457

nate the half of Earths atmosphere, create the corresponding Ds layer of electric con-458

ductivity in the middle and low atmosphere. The problem of transverse ′′ volume′′ in-459

homogeneity boundary appears too.460

Relative success of our analysis is due to the fact that the spectra of radial (transvers)461

not self-adjoint operator for the problem of electromagnetic wave diffraction at a sphere462

is discrete (Fock(1965), Fock(1965)). How to solve analytically a problem of reflection463

of plain wave from an electrically inhomogeneous in one transverse dimension plane we464

dont know.465

Again we have right to remind that the ultraenergetic relativistic electrons be-466

ing the cause of present investigation are the electron-killers with energy ∼ 100 MeV which467

ought to be much more dangerous than the traditional relativistic ones with energy ∼468

1 - - 10 Mev.469
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Table 1. Results of the inverse VLF problem solutions for three UT moments for URE

precipitation on 29 September 1989 gotten by using the normal wave theory of propagation. The

computed values are given in brackets for comparison with the experimental ones. a

Time moment of
the distur- 0600 0730 0900
bance, UT

(A1)d
(A1)c

0.7 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1

(0.9) (0.6) (0.9)

ϕ1c − ϕ1d, µs 3.6 ± 0.5 8.6 ± 1.5 5.2 ± 0.5
(4.3) (8.1) (5.0)

(A2)d
(A2)c

0.7 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1

(1.0) (0.7) (0.8)

ϕ2c − ϕ2d, µs 2.0 ± 0.5 0.6 ± 1.5 4.4 ± 0.5
(1.7) (7.5) (6.1)

(A3)d
(A3)c

0.6 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1

(0.7) (0.6) (0.7)

ϕ3c − ϕ3c, µs 2.0 ± 0.5 4.5 ± 1.5 4.0 ± 0.5
(3.4) (5.6) (3.6)

z1, km 60 ± 1 58 ± 2 60 ± 1

β, 1/km -0.01 ± 0.01 -0.04 ± 0.01 -0.02 ± 0.01

h′, km 56 ± 1 50 ± 2 54 ± 1

h′′, km 55 ± 1 46 ± 2 54 ± 1
h′′′, km 50 ± 3 43 ± 2 52 ± 2

h, km 57-60 48-49 55-56

a The URE precipitation took a place at 0400 – 1000 UT interval.
The values (Aj)c and (ϕj)c were referred to 0400 UT, rembel92.
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Table 2. Results of the inverse VLF problem solutions for the UT moments of distur-

bance maximum for URE precipitation on 21 and 22 January 1992 gotten by using the normal

wave theory of propagation, polar night conditions. The computed values are given in the brack-

ets for comparison with the experimental ones.b

Date 21 Jan. 1992 21 Jan. 1992 21 Jan. 1992 21 Jan. 1992

Time of
disturbance 2250 2250 0740 0740

maximum, UT
z0, km 70 75 70 75

(A1)d
(A1)c

0.04 ± 0.04 0.04 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.04

(0.09) (0.14) (0.09) (0.15)

ϕ1c − ϕ1d, µs 12 ± 1 12 ± 1 13 ± 1 13 ± 1
(15) (13) (15) (13)

(A2)d
(A2)c

0.10 ± 0.03 0.10 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.03

(0.07) (0.12) (0.07) (0.13)

ϕ2c − ϕ2d, µs 20 ± 1 20 ± 1 18 ± 1 18 ± 1
(18) (19) (18) (19)

(A3)d
(A3)c

0.17 ± 0.07 0.17 ± 0.07 0.11 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.04

(0.07) (0.19) (0.07) (0.20)

ϕ3c − ϕ3d, µs 23 ± 1 23 ± 1 22 ± 1 22 ± 1
(21) (24) (21) (23)

z1, km 66 67 66 68

β, 1/km -0.09 -0.07 -0.09 -0.07

h′, km 30 36 30 37

bThe values of ”knee” altitude z0 for the electron profile were taken equal to either 70 or 75 km
in order to estimate the influence of its uncertainty on the z1 and β parameters of a sporadic Ds-layer.
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Table 3. The values of complex reflection and transition coefficients Rj and Tj

for two models of inhomogeneity junction: with the conductivity profiles σII
str(x) and σII

pow(x),

Fig. 1.c

Sporadic
Ds σII

str(x) σII
pow(x)

layer

R1 - 0.0005 + j0.0008 - 0.001 + j0.003
T1 + 0.9223 + i0.1095 + 0.839 + j0.188

R2 + 0.0010 - j0.0013 + 0.004 - j0.005
T2 + 0.0872 - j0.1216 + 0.179 - j0.174

R3 - 0.0004 + j0.0006 - 0.001 + j0.001
T3 - 0.0168 - j0.0150 - 0.019 - j0.006

c The undisturbed conductivity profile was σI , Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The effective profiles of electric conductivity for undisturbed (σI – curve

1) and disturbed (σII
str – curve 2, σII

pow – curve 3) conditions. The bottom indexes of

electric conductivity ′′str′′ and ′′pow′′ correspond to the maximums of a strong and a powerful

VLF disturbances bondrem01, belrem05. Undisturbed auroral profile σI was taken from the work

belzab82a.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the altitude distributions for the complex amplitudes of

the converted normal waves in the waveguide by the longitudinal Ds heterogeneity.

The source of excitation is a normal wave TM0 (UI
1 (x) normalized to 1 at x = k0R) propagating

to the cone boundary. The left and right parts of the panel are the real and image parts of the

magnitudes.
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